
Call 01 Intersection Improvements on US Highway 90 from Pascagoula Street to Chevron 

Drive, known as Federal Aid Project No. HSIP-0003-01(189) / 106778301 in Jackson 

County. 

 

Q1. There is typically a pay item for Cabinet Modifications when modifications are required 

to the existing Traffic Control Cabinets. Will this pay item be added? There is no pay 

item for Traffic Management Center Modifications. There is no pay item for Pedestal 

Sign Supports and Post Sign Supports for the DMS Type 2 and DMS Type 3. 

 

A1. See addendum. 

 

Q2. This project has 13,885' of 907-640-A001 Vehicle Loop Assemblies. MDOT has been 

installing Radar Detection or Video Detection on all other projects. This will avoid 

milling up the loops in future projects. Is this what MDOT wants on this project? 

 

A2. Yes. 

 

Q3. There is a pole extension shown on Sheet Number 3054. Is this to be installed at the sign 

structure on Sheet 3004? Will there be a pay item added for this pole extension? 

 

A3. The pole extension is shown for reference only. If required, it will be installed at the sign 

structure shown on Sheet 3004 and will be an absorbed item of work. 

 

Q4. 660-A003 Equipment Cabinet, Type B. The Quantity is shown as 7 but the plans note to 

absorb 4 of the cabinets with the Dynamic Message Signs (1 per DMS). Are the Type B 

cabinets at the DMS to be absorbed, or will they be paid as setup in the quantity on the 

bid schedule? 

 

A4. They will be paid as set up in the bid schedule and will not be absorbed. 

 

Q5. Can you provide any additional details regarding the LED Blank-Out Signs? 

 

A5. All details and specifications regarding these signs may be found in Section 646 of the 

2017 Standard Specifications, as well as Working Sheets TSI-4, TSI-5, and TSI-10 of the 

plans. 

 

Q6. In reviewing the pay items I noticed there is not a pay item that addresses the railroad 

provisions and the costs associated with the insurance provisions plus flagmen costs. 

Should that costs be covered in another pay item? 

 

A6. Pay item 907-899-A001, Railway-Highway Provisions, is to be used for costs associated 

with the Railroad. 

  

 

 

 


